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SPARROW
BLIND SOLUTIONS
Sparrow Solutions is an exclusive brand offering the highest quality
shielding systems windows. As a manufacturer and distributor of fabric
roller blinds and outer Screen roller blinds we manufacture and supply
our products for the most demanding customers in Poland and Europe.

Sparrow Solutions is a project that offers you a wide range of window
coverings top-of-the-range solar classes, which we carefully prepare for
the most demanding customers. Handcrafted with the greatest care in
every detail, we manufacture and distribute the blinds to our customers
at all over the world.
We produce custom-made, personalised prints on Silhouette roller
blinds. We have created its own system that ensures safety during the
transport of sensitive materials. We improve our skills by using
specialists from many fields, including engineers in interior design,
construction, marketing and production.
We take care of every detail from the consulting phase on the window
layout, through to the creation for Your ideal product after delivery. For
us, only a fully satisfied customer means the satisfaction.
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PRODUCTS

Sparrow Solutions are the highest quality products in window
framing. In our assortment we have innovative Roman day-night roller
blinds, Roof window roller blinds, Sparrow Screens roller blinds and
Silhouette blinds. Our assortment is made of the highest quality
materials, which allows us to obtain Sparrow Solutions an exclusive
brand of indoor and outdoor roller blinds.

Roman day-night blind from
the Starling collection
Silhouette from the
Colibri collection

Sparrow Screen

roof window roller blind with
reflecting sheeting
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An innovative certified product

Roman roller blinds
Day & Night
The innovative Roman roller blind Day and night
deserves particular attention in our range of
products. This latest trend on the market can
change itself into supremely elegant and functional
roller blind. It combines finesse of Roman roller
blind with functionality of day and night system
what makes unusual effect of modern design.

Roman day-night blind
from the Swallow collection

Roman day-night blind from the
Starling collection

Roman day-night blind from the
Starling collection

Roman day-night blind from the
Starling collection

wwww.sklep.sparrowblindsolutions.com

Roman roller blind
Day & Night
EXAMPLES OF COLOUR VARIANTS

STARLING
COLLECTION

SWALLOW
COLLECTION

STARLING
COLLECTION
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Roman roller blind Day and night is the latest trend on
the market which can change itself into supremely
elegant and functional roller blind. It combines finesse of
Roman roller blind with functionality of day and night
system what makes unusual effect of modern design. In
our assortment we own two fabric collections Swallow
and Starling which contain ten colors to choose.

Roman day-night blind from the
Swallowcollection

We own two systems of finishing where you can mix
with materials. We recommend S2 system – a box for
bigger roller blinds and S1 system for smaller ones. You
can also order a roller blind without a front box.
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The combination of shutters and
roller blinds

SILHOUETTE BLINDS

This is a proven combination of roller blinds and
shutter blinds that are an exclusive version of
both products. The use of two types of sewn
fabrics alternately makes the Silhuette blind give
you full control over the light in your home or
office. Designer's character of tailor-made
window covers will fill any interior with finesse
and will dissipate the sun's rays providing
comfort and a sense of privacy.

Silhouette from
the Colibri collection

The const ruct i on of Si l houet t e rol l er
bl i nd makes i t el egant and ef f ect i ve.
Thanks t o ul t ra-del i cat e f abri c
i nt erwi ni ng hori zont al col or st ri pes
you can get a smoot h t ransi t i on t o 3D
ef f ect . The rol l er bl i nd i s mount ed i n
st yl i sh box whi ch emphasi zes i t s
uni que desi gn.
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SILHOUETTE BLINDS
EXAMPLES OF COLOUR VARIANTS

COLIBRI
COLLECTION

COLIBRI
COLLECTION

COLIBRI
COLLECTION
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Silhouette blind
with surprint
Is a totally personalized product for the ones who love unique style.
You can use our prepared variants or design your own one.
Send us your project! You can easily apply a fairytale motive in
your child room. We also recommend this type of roller blind for
companies as it is a splendid promotion item including your
logo and the name.
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COMFORT IN THE ATTIC

Roof window roller
blinds
Roof window roller blinds are a functional
solution for controlling the sunlight from
the selected room until it has completely
darkened. Acknowledgements the use of a
special reflective film that reflects about
80% of the energy of the sun, we can
significantly reduce the temperature of the
rooms, which affects directly on the costs
of maintaining a comfortable temperature
and working conditions air conditioning.

Roof window roller blind
with reflecting sheeting

Reflecting sheeting

Blackout

wwww.sklep.sparrowblindsolutions.com

Roof window
roller blinds
EXAMPLES OF COLOUR VARIANTS

REFLECTING
SHEETING

BLACKOUT

BLACKOUT
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02

roof window roller
blind type blackout
Blackout- this type of material roller blind
guarantees total blackout indoor. Thanks to
its construction the guide bars fit closely to
window frame and do not transmit the light.
The efficiency of blackout remains 100%. You
can apply this type of roller blind indoor where
you need total silence and lack of any noises.
Apply the Blackout in a roof window if you
want to block the sun rays in the hottest room
at home.
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roof window roller blind
with reflecting sheeting

Roof window roller blind with
reflecting sheeting

Reflecting sheeting is a high quality material, which the application is recommended in
the most heated up rooms. The sheeting reflects around 80% sun rays which effectively
maintains optimal temperature indoor. Pleated coating of sheeting provides very good
visibility. You can easily look out the window with no need to roll the roller blind. It is
ideal for roof window roller blind, because it maintains temperature in your room and
ensures the best visual comfort. The sun will no longer sting your eyes.
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modern and functional

sparrow screen
blinds
Sparrow Screen Blind are modern and
functional protection systems.
for indoor and outdoor use
made from technical fabrics made of
polyester filaments with
high resistance to mechanical damage.
Sparrow Screen provides
protection against sunlight while
preventing the heating of rooms, which has
a positive impact on energy savings.
The characteristics of the fabric guarantee
the privacy of users while preserving
good visibility to the outside.

Internal Sparrow Screen

Internal Sparrow Screen
The appliance of Screen provides you a number of benefits. If you decide to mount this
roller blind, you get the high quality product made of the best components. Moreover,
the best advantage is a good visibility thanks to a transparent fabric effect which
reflects around 98% sun rays at the same time. It is also energy-efficient product
which provides you ease in watching electronic devices, the privacy and protects from
insolation.
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Transparency of Sparrow Screen

S-motion system
S-Motion System is a spring mechanism which provides easy and fast
use. It helps you to adjust the roller blind by pulling it. If you want to
hide the roller blind, click the bottom beam and it rolls to the top. It is
the safest solution especially for children – without the chain is less
dangerous.
S-Motion System can be used in Screens to
a maximum size of 2,20m x 2,50m.

Sparrow Screen
S-Motion
System

The description of mechanism available on:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dv-zwepZepM

You can assembly Screen in two variants. The first is mounting Screen in the box and
controlling it by electric power. The second option is S Motion System- the innovative
method of rolling the roller blind.
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programme
based on
partnership
Cooperate with
Sparrow Blind Solutions

We recommend the programme based on partnership to architects, interior and
spatial designers, assembly companies, general contractors, window
manufacturers and specialists in related branches. In our assortment you will find
exclusive window shields presenting innovative solutions and unusual design. For
our partners we ensure competitive commission system, substantive support,
priority in insight of the newest solutions and catalogs as well as the access to all
offers and promotion.

our websites
WWW.SPARROWBLINDSOLUTIONS.COM
WWW.SKLEP.SPARROWBLINDSOLUTIONS.COM

Visit us in social media
FACEBOOK

@sparrowblindsolutions
INSTAGRAM

#sparrow_blind_solutions
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solutions
tel: +48 510 650 215
email:
office@sparrowsolutions.pl
ul. kaszubska 8/7
50 - 214 wrocław

